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There can be no keener revelation

of a society's soul then the way

in which it treats its children

Nelson

Mandela



Jam Water Services’ water provision and
sanitation programming,
aims to provide safe portable water to
communities most affected by a lack of
safe water.
 
An estimated 319 million people in Sub-
Saharan Africa still
do not have safe water to use in their
villages, forcing them to walk a treacherous
distance of up to 6km each day to collect
water that is contaminated with life
threatening bacteria.
 
Many times it is women and girls who walk
to collect water
and they are often attacked and hurt on
the way.  A child dies every minute from
diarrheal disease
caused by contaminated water or poor
sanitation.  The bulk of these deaths are in
Africa.
 
Jam Water Services brings clean and safe
water that benefits
the entire community through participation. 
We consult with and help to organize local
communities to empower
them.  We build their capacity so that
they can take ownership and management
of the water well maintenance s well as
the health and sanitation within their
community.
 
We teach the community how to identify
water, health and
sanitation related problems and to make
informed choices regarding solutions to
those problems.  They are given enough
information to allow for good decisions.
 
Since 2001 Jam Water Services has brought
water and hope to
hundreds of thousands of African
communities and schools through the
provision
of close to 3000 wells in South Africa,
Angola, Mozambique, Ethiopia, South Sudan
and Zimbabwe.

water is our
world



144 000 000
The number of people collecting

untreated surface water from

lakes, ponds, rivers and streams.

319 000 000
The estimated number of people

in Sub - Saharan Africa that still

do not have safe water to use in

their villages.

6KM
The average distance walked

each day to collect

contaminated water.



Jam Water Services is an African founded

International humanitarian organisation that

offers a solution to foundations, corporates

and individuals to invest in the general

wellbeing and health of our children and fellow

Africans.

 

Jam Water Services has over 20 years

experience in borehole drilling and installing

pump solutions in various parts of Africa.  Our

offices are situated in the Mogale City area of

Gauteng and we specialize in the drilling of

boreholes for the residential, commercial and

agricultural sectors in South Africa.  We are

also currently involved in drilling projects in

Angola and Mozambique with branches in

Johannesburg, Benguela Angola and Pambara

Mozambique.

 

We offer a complete water solution including

borehole drilling, borehole testing, water pump

installations, booster pump systems, water

tank installations and domestic water

filtration systems.

 

We are not just another water drilling

company.  We deliver a quality drilling service

using top quality drilling methods with brand

new drill rigs manufactured in 2017, ensuring

that your borehole will perform for many

years.

who we are



what we do

According to the World Health Organisation 1 CHILD

DIES EVERY MINUTE from a diarrheal disease caused by

use of contaminated water or poor sanitation.  That

means 1.75 million children die globally each year from

waterborne disease, with a large portion of these deaths

occurring in rural Africa.

With the help of JAM International and
more than 30 years experience as an
Africa wide NGO, Jam Water Services is
dedicated to providing clean drinking
water as a vital part of its work within
African communities.

By the end of 2017, JAM had already drilled close to

3,000 wells and brought clean water to over one million

people throughout South Africa, South Sudan, Angola,

Mozambique, Ethiopia and Zimbabwe.

Our drilled water wells bring access to clean, portable

water resulting in a better quality of life for many rural

and impoverished communities.

Jam Water Services guarantees efficient and effective

work to ensure operational costs are kept as low as

possible. This includes a five-year maintenance support

commitment for the assisted community.



School and Community
Projects in Angola and
Mozambique
JAM Water Services with the help of
JAM International have been involved
in the provision of clean water to
schools and communities in the
Benguela and Kwanza Sul Provinces
of Angola since 2010. 
Over 1300 boreholes equipped with
hand pumps have been drilled and
installed at schools, community
centres and clinics in these 2
provinces of Angola.

This project includes the drilling of
boreholes which range between 40
meters and 100 meters deep and are
installed with a slab and hand pump.
We operate in the most rural areas of
these provinces and have equipped
our team with the latest drill rigs and
compressors mounted on new 6x6
trucks which navigate the terrain
extremely well.

Our team have been operating in
Angola since 2010 and are extremely
well trained in the latest drilling
techniques, ground formations and
know how to handle the extreme
harsh conditions in the bush.

sub-saharan africa



off the grid



S C H O O L S  W I T H O U T  W A T E R
S T A Y  S H U T . M A N Y  S C H O O L S

I N  S O U T H  A F R I C A  A R E
E X P E R I E N C I N G  W A T E R
S H O R T A G E S  F O R C I N G

C H I L D R E N  T O  U S E  P I T
L A T R I N E S  W H I C H  H A S  I T S

O W N  A D D E D  R I S K S .

schools



Faithway
College

 As our beloved Madiba once said, “HISTORY
WILL JUDGE US BY THE DIFFERENCE WE MAKE
IN THE EVERYDAY LIVES OF CHILDREN” and it
is the Jam Water mission to do exactly that.
 
Faithway College is situated deep in the
Drakensberg mountains in the Harry Gwala
district. Harry Gwala is a rural area
characterised by poverty, a high incidence of
AIDS and has one of the lowest matric pass
rates in the country.  This little school is run as
a non-profit organization and rely on funds
alone.  They are a beacon of hope and changed
the lives of each and every learner, with a 100%
pass rate.

The recent water crisis in The Underberg has
left the school struggling for days on end
without water.  Children could not drink water
at school, and it is difficult to use the restroom
as only a few bottles of water are available for
flushing every day.

JWS along with the help of the Underberg
community drilled a free borehole for the
school.  Not only does this ensure the children
can attend school without interference, but the
whole community relies on the borehole water
at the school on water scarce days.

Our children are our future. 



communities 



miracles 
in the mountains



The donation of two boreholes in the Underberg
area by non-profit organisation, Jam Water
Services, has brought much needed relief to the
Kulungile Care Centre and Faithway College. Jam
spokesperson, Ronette Chambers, says that the
donation was in part due to the determination of
the ‘unstoppable women’ at the helm of the
institutions. 
 
“Browsing through our social media so intrigued
with what the world’s celebrities are doing today
seems to be a big part of our daily routine. We
turn people we hardly know into heroes, when the
real hero’s might be living in our own communities.
Nestled in the beautiful mountains of the
Underberg is some of them, true heroes of
compassion, Sister Abegail Ntleko and the
principal of Faithway College Jacqui Huxham,
unstoppable women fighting for what they believe
in. Fighting for our children,” said Chambers.  

Author of ‘Empty Hands’, Sister Ntleko has been
dubbed South Africa’s own ‘Mother Teresa’ and an
‘Unsung Hero’ by the Dalai Lama, founded Kulungile
Care Centre, a place of safety and love for
abandoned children. “She is known to her kids as
Gogo Abbe, and she is exactly that. As you walk
into granny’s home an overwhelming feeling of love
and abundance fills the air. Greeted with big cosy
hugs and smiles, you feel right at home,” said
Chambers.

The recent water problems in Underberg and
further afield however left Kulungile in a crisis,
and forced Sister Abbe to get bottled water from
Spar for cooking. “Not being able to wash clothes
or properly bathe the kids can result in illnesses
and we really struggled to run the Care Centre. I
went on my knees and prayed, and I told the kids
that God will send us water again soon,” said
Sister Abbe.

The same water crisis also made it extremely
difficult to run the local school, says Faithway
College principal Jacqui Huxham. “The school had
to get water donated and brought in from the
outside with help of community members with
boreholes. Although this helped, it still wasn’t
enough water to run a school and get through the
day,” said Huxham.

Registered non-profit organisation, Jam Water
Services, heard of the water crisis and wanted to
get involved. “We provide boreholes to villages and
schools in need in rural Africa and when we heard
of the water crisis we wanted to get involved.
Getting all the drilling rigs, equipment and big
trucks all the way from Johannesburg up the
mountain was an expensive exercise and JW
Services asked the community for help. We
started drilling commercial boreholes in the area
and because of the paying customers we could
donate two boreholes with all pumps and
equipment installed worth over R200 000. The
community stood together and made this happen,”
said Chambers.

Recently Jam Water Services returned to Kulungile
and Faithway for offcial celebartions and
launching of the boreholes. “We went back to the
Underberg for two extremely special celebration
ceremonies. We were received with open arms,
talented children dancing and singing and even
some special guests as some of sister Abe’s babies
attended the party!” said Chambers.



As a community, we’ d like to thank JAM Water Services
for the incredible contribution they made into our
community. A big thank you is also extended to those
who were able to contribute towards Project
Drakensberg and for affording boreholes being drilled on
their property, as they were an integral part of the
overall project becoming successful. We’ll let these
wonderful photographs captured by Kyle van Helden,
from Himeville (also an ex Faithway College student),
speak for themselves.” For more information please visit
See www.jwservices.co.za 

Instert from The Kokstad Advertiser

She claims that the experience was best described by
Underberg resident, Rob Greeves on the Underberg
Community Facebook page:  

“It’s literally been miles of smiles and blessings from
heaven for Faithway College-Himeville and Kulungile Care
Centre this past week, when JAM Water Services
delivered on their promise to provide a couple of our
most precious needy entities, with access to free
borehole water. Principal Jacqui Huxham and our Sister
Abegail Ntleko could barely begin to express how much
they appreciated the gifts for their children at each of
the two ribbon cutting celebrations which took place last
week, and raised a glass of pure H2O to JAM.



CSI PROGRAM – FOUNDATIONS &
CORPORATES

We visit schools to assess the specific need at

each school.

Meet with Principals and relative stakeholders

e.g School Governing Bodies

Acquire permission from schools to drill the

borehole

Acquire data on the number of pupils and

conditions at the school

JAM Water Services offers a solution to

foundations, corporates and individuals to invest in

our children’s education, health and general

wellbeing.  Water infrastructure at our schools in

South Africa is generally in a very bad state. Most

do not have an independent water source like a

borehole and are reliant on Municipal water supply.

Municipal water is often of poor quality and supply

can be cut off for days and sometime weeks at a

time causing major disruption to classes and leads

to potential health risks.  This can result in schools

being closed, not being cleaned effectively and

toilets not able to flush, so pit-latrines are often

constructed as a solution which comes with added

risks.

JAM Water Services has developed a complete

solution for entities wanting to be part of the

solution to this enormous problem. Our package

includes the following

Our team will conduct a survey to establish a

drilling point

We drill the borehole using our new fleet of

drill rigs

We conduct a water yield test to ascertain the

water yield of the borehole which gives us the

data required to install the most suitable

borehole pump

We send a water sample to a registered

laboratory to establish the water quality

Install a borehole pump, tanks, taps, filters,

slabs and manhole covers. Each site will vary

dependent on needs and current infrastructure

Connect borehole water to the mains water

supply if required

This new water supply can service existing or

new buildings, ablutions and gardens

We can arrange corporate branding at the site

e.g. on tanks, boards etc

We can arrange a ceremony where the

foundation/corporate officially hands over the

installation to the school where branding can

be present to promote the

foundation/corporate.

Photographs and videos can be arranged to

place on your website, intranet etc.

Project Report





water solutions
pump
installations
JWS offers a range of high

quality hand pumps for rural use.

The installation of hand pumps

are most common in rural

communities without access to

electricity like Angola.

tap and
buddy bay
installations
JWS has a range of tap

installations for school or

community use.

hand wash
stations
A lack of water is a health and

hygiene hazard especially amidst

a global epidemic like Covid-19.

Jam Water Services offers

various solutions for portable

hand washing and hand

sanitizing stations.



water solutions
 borehole
and booster
pump
installations
JWS offers a range of high

quality pumps installed by our

highly skilled technical team.

filtration
and
purification
systems
JWS installs high quality

purification systems to ensure

your borehole water is of the

purest quality.

other
solutions
JWS offers a full range of

solutions with various products

and installations available,

specified to your needs.

Visit our website for more

information

www.jwservices.co.za



Our beloved buddy bay is a water tap system we

often install at schools and communities after

drilling a borehole.

It consists of a cement "bay" with water

purification filters safely installed on the inside of

the secured structure ensuring long term use.

JAM WATER SERVICES loves the Buddy Bay so

much that we installed one outside the gate of our

office premises for the nearby Cosmo City

community to use.

We are greeted with warm smiles each day by

community members collecting clean water.

UP & UP: A view of the 
neighbouring peak from the 
other challenging peak.

buddy bay





the water crew 

Our highly skilled crew

consists of drillers, drivers

and technical teams with

years of experience in the

water drilling industry.

Our crew works in harsh and

rural terrains across Africa

with passion and drive.

These are the unsung heroes

of the water world.
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